SPS Prevention Bundle Videos

Tips for Use

Over the past years, we have realized the importance of creating and sharing tools that make it easy for hospitals to drive our SPS Prevention Bundles to the frontline. Therefore, we have created videos that can be used by frontline teams and their leaders across all children’s hospitals to understand and apply the specific details of the SPS Prevention Bundles. The SPS Prevention Bundle Videos can be found [here].

We (SPS) recommend the use of these videos as an adjunct to other training methods. Possibilities include:

1) As a training tool for your staff to review prior to completing job instruction (the videos follow the SPS job instruction tools step by step!), return demonstration or hands-on, competency-based training.

2) As a template for your hospital to use as guidance for creating hospital-specific videos (if resources allow).

3) As an ongoing expert resource or reference for your staff if they require review prior to performing a procedure - *Qualify, validate and verify (QVV) with an expert source!*